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Marta Tomes

Epistemology at Seven
My son, hungry for danger,
watches for electrical storms
by rolling the slats of window blinds
parallel with his bedroom floor,
his view divided into neat little slices.
He tells me night is the best time,
that the lightning bolts cut the sky
more deeply then, and replay themselves
for several blinks after; like echoes, he says.
He longs to spot a sleek black funnel
. dropping from the clouds and would,not
be surprised to find one day, when he woke,
his house dropped in some exotic jungle,
pygmies in the den playing checkers
or a witch doctor dancing and chanting
circles around his little brown pup.
That summer we camped on the Cumberland
and all night long one night, when the sky
cracked and flashed, and the ground
shuddered beneath our sleeping bags
like a scared thing, he slept.
He told us in the morning, crunching
a spoon of Cheerios, that he had dreamed
he was the engineer on a train; it sounded
like Granny's old Singer did
the time he took a ride on its treadle.
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Marta Tomes

A Story In a Book
Gray feathers are scattered
like petals on the lawn today.
If I were a child
I would gather them in
hand, a bouquet
to brush against my face.
Doves have blessed my yard
this year cooing
their love from rooftop
and deck rail, the pine,
settling an abandoned robin's nest
in the sugar maple tree.
And made morning, when still
hung with mist, an illusion
of Eden before the fall
when light glimmered innocent
even in the serpent's eye,
and we, the everlasting
fruit of promise, danced
naked in an undulant future.
I found a hatchling
dropped beside the flagstones
weeks ago, its translucent body
rivered with stillness,
so natural. I scooped it up
with newspaper and delivered it
softly across the fence
into the cover of tall grass.
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First Place Fiction

Chuck Johnson

Areeba's Wigs
After school, I did what I always did. I went to Areeba's. It was the
best restaurant in town, and it was where my closest friends, Lee and
Randy were. They were Areeba's twin daughters. They ran the drugstore
side after school, while Areeba ran the beauty parlor.
Most everyone in town thought I was the other daughter that Areeba
never had. They said I looked more like Randy than Lee did. I was just
happy to have some place to go, and I didn't mind to help out when they
got busy-waiting tables or cleaning the bar that ran the length of the
store. They'd let me work for tips sometimes when I needed some money,
like that time Mom got the flu and I had to buy that medicine for her.
The beauty parlor at the back of the store was where I liked most.
Areeba would let me watch her styling hair and washing and perming
and teasing. She had three chairs, and there were three sinks. There were
posters on the walls of styles and types with beehives and celebrity
names with cigarettes and smiles a mile wide. Beneath the posters were
the styrofoam heads, covered with the hair of movie stars-Marilyn Monroe, Doris Day, and Jane Russell.
There were other chairs too, for waiting and catching up on the latest
Housekeeping, or Homemllker with cookbooks and astrology and summaries of the latest soaps. You could sit there under the dryers and talk
about your cousin's new red convertible or who was getting their roots
dyed this week.
The twins were nothing alike. Lee was blonde and outgoing. Randy
had darker hair and was a quiet type. Boys were always coming over to
talk to Lee, and Randy would sort of stay to herself. She was real skinny
like me, and looked young as me, not like she was about to graduate from
high school. I had three more years to go, and was in no great hurry to
get there. After all, there was really no place to go.
I sat at my usual spot at the center of the bar in front of the soda
fountain. It was easier to get refills there. Lee looked up from her magazine as I spun around on my red cushioned stool. I quess Randy hadn't
gotten in from school yet.
"Hey, Suze. Want a burger?"
"Nah. Not hungry. Where's Randy?"
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"I don't know. Look at this." Lee had one of those beauty magazines
and plopped it down in front of me as she filled my styrofoam cup with
ice for my cherry coke.
"New York Beauty Academy?"
"Yeah. I'm goin' there when 1 graduate," she said with a big smile.
"And, don't you go blabbin' about it neither. That's where all them
famous designers started out, New York City."
1 thought how lucky Lee was, getting to go to New York. A place of
movie stars and the rich and famous. Lee would fit right in. 1 imagined
her working on the hair of some famous movie star, combing and teasing
and spraying and making it just right. She would smile her flashing smile
and look concerned the way she does and tilt her head and twist that curl
from her bangs the way she told me to do when 1 wanted to keep someone's attention.
A couple came in and Lee went to get their order, so 1 stepped
through the curtain to the beauty shop. Miss Rowlands was leaVing and
Miss Braxon was looking for a magazine as 1 hopped up into the chair by
the movie star heads.
Areeba asked about school like she always did. She wanted to know
if my math homework was all caught up. 1 hated math. 1 sucked on my
coke and poked at the movie star heads. Marilyn was in New York. And
Jane Russell was probably there too, waiting for Lee to show up and do
her hair.
Areeba turned her attention back to Miss Braxon; perm today. That
woman tried something new every week. Still looked like a rat's nest to
me. Some people's heads are just hard to deal with, Areeba once said.
I got down from the chair and looked through the magazines by the
hair dryers. I slipped one down over my head as I imagined that 1 was
Lee talking to one of my celebrity friends in New York. We talked about
our wardrobes and the new shoes we just bought and where we got our
poodles groomed. Randy came in and sat down beside me. 1 was just
about to ask her about Lee's plans when Miss Jameson walked in.
Miss Jameson was a retired school teacher. She was barely five feet
tall, but she made up for it in meanness. They say she was the meanest
eighth grade English teacher there ever was. Flunked her own daughter
and kept her from going to high school that year. She scowled in our
direction and walked over to Areeba who was just putting the perm stuff
on Miss Braxon.
"Areeba, I'm going out of town today and 1 need you to set my hair."
Areeba stalled while she tried to finish with Miss Braxon's head.
Miss Jameson was one of those people·who thought they should always
get special treatment. You know, they expect you to drop whatever you're
doing just to accommodate them. And Areeba, not being one to argue,
°
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would always try to do just that-accommodate.
''I'm going to the city to Sister's wedding. Don't know why I bother.
She'll just kill this one too. Most of them only last for about two years.
That Smith fella was around almost three. I liked him, too. He smelled
like cranberries."
That was the only time I ever heard Miss Jameson say she liked anything. Miss Braxon got up mouthing ''I'll wait over here" so Areeba could
help Miss Jameson into her favorite chair.
"Sister hasn't seen mein more'n four year. I didn't make it to the last
wedding."
Miss Jameson was asking Areeba what she thought about this growth
on her leg, I was thinking amputation, when Randy and me got up and
went out to the restaurant. I needed a refill and wanted to ask her what
she thought about New York. We talked a lot, usually. I knew things
about her that she said she never told nobody. She'd even let me read her
journal, wrote in it every day, sometimes. She was easy for me to talk to,
and wasn't always too busy like lee was,
Lee was always doing something. She had a boy sitting close to her,
or had something to do or somewhere to go. And, wherever she was, was
. the place to be. Things always seemed so easy forlee.
But Randy and me, when it was just the two of us around the store,
we would pretend we were other people in town. Randy was really good
at impersonating them. But, when other people were around, well she
just never seemed to know what to say.
We grabbed a stool and Lee pretended we weren't there. The other
girls who were working the restaurant were stacking burgers for the four
boys in the comer booth. Lee was talking to her old boyfriend Tommy
Ray at the end of the bar next to the front door, sitting by the big front
window. She had a straw in her mouth and was twirling her hair with
her little finger. I elbowed Randy and pointed at them. She spilled my
refilled coke when she saw it was Tommy Ray.
"Guess they're back together," I said.
"looks like it." She looked down at her shoes the way she does when
she gets uncomfortable. I wondered if something was bothering her and
started to ask her about it when I blurted out about lee's moving to New
York. She seemed relieved like she knew about it but wasn't sure.
"She'll do okay up there," she finally said.
"What will Areeba think?"
''I'm sure it'll be okay. If not, lee'll just go anyway."
"Why don't you go with Lee, Randy? I can come and visit when I get
older."
Randy looked down the bar at Lee and Tommy and then back to her
feet. She fidgeted around on her stool and I watched her while I sucked
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on my coke. She seemed like she was scared of the whole world, like it
was somebody who wanted to keep her from living her life-from being
who she wanted to be.
"She tells me less and less these days, Suze. I guess I do the same.
just can't talk to her like I can you. I can never tell her what happens.
Like about Tommy Ray."
'Tommy Ray? What about him?"
"Well, I thought they were broke up for good. Least that's what he
told me in science class. He said that he had put up with her long
enough; that she was just a tease, a big flirt who couldn't stay with one
boy longer'n two weeks. And, I guess I'm just stupid for believin' him."
She drew in a long breath and took another drink from her coke. At
the end of the bar, Lee and Tommy Ray were giggling and Lee was whispering in his ear. Randy continued, "So, last weekend when I stayed all
night over at Ellen's, 1... ..
"Yes?"
"I went for a ride in his pickup with him."
This was the closest thing to a date that Randy had ever had. 'Course
there was that time she met Billy at the movies, but he ended up sitting
with Linda instead. But Tommy Ray? He was the basketball captain, and
the most popular guy in school.
"We just went driving around. He showed me where everyone goes
to drink and I even had a beer." She smiled a little now, and it seemed like
she was relaxing a bit, like it was just the two of us in the restaurant.
"And you know what? He was a little drunk so I drove us back to
Ellen's, but we stopped by the lake first."
"No."

"Yes, we did."
"Did you go parkin' with Tommy Ray?" I said in a whisper.
"Yes, and you know what?"
"What?"
"We did it."
I knew what she meant and I couldn't believe it. I looked down the
bar at Tommy Ray. I tried to imagine him and Randy in his pickup and
couldn't. He looked at us and quickly got up to leave. Didn't he expect to
see Randy in her mother's own restaurant?
Lee came down to where we were sitting. Randy sucked on her coke
and stared at Lee. "Tommy Ray wants to go to New York with me when
we graduate. Think I ought'a let him?"
No one said a word. Randy's straw scraped the bottom of her cup as
she moved it around to get the last few drops. I looked down at my
shoes, I didn't now what to do.
Lee shrugged her shoulders and walked from behind the bar over to
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where the boys in the comer were. Randy and me turned on our stools to
watch her. She put her order pad in her back pocket, her pencil behind
her ear and touched one of the boys on the shoulder as she asked him
how his burger was. One of the boys waved at Randy and she got up and
walked over to them.
The curtain parted from the beauty parlor and Miss Jameson came
out. Her hair looked perfect, too perfect. I watched her closely as she
passed the table where Lee and Randy stood. Lee had both her hands on
the table top and shifted her weight from one leg to another, like she was
walking in place. Randy chewed her straw and twirled her hair with her
little finger. I tried to figure out what was different and realized that I
was the only one who noticed. It wasn't Miss Jameson who had just
walked by, it was Doris Day.
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C. Lynn Shaffer

Before Knowing
Mama says Daddy can't hear too good
sometimes, and it must be bad tonight
'cause the television blares louder and louder.
I can't find friendly shapes in the shadows
on my walls like before, so I pop the screen
and climb out my window; the night swallows me
bare feet first and I hit the ground
running hard toward Grandma and Papaw's house.
I hum, liking the way my voice scurries
in my chest, like that little bat did
that got in one time, the one daddy had to throw
a sheet over to catch. I see lightning, stop
and count five until the thunder. Behind me
our house is a tiny yellow square
but squinting just right makes it disappear.
I can outrun the rain, stir the frogs
to sing as I pass, and I make it
in nothing flat, grip the knob
and go in to where they are
kneeling by the stove on newspapers,
cracking open dark walnuts. Grandma says
Why lawsamercy child
and wraps me in her Nine Patch, rubs blood
into my feet while the fire sighs
and chirps and breathes orange
through the vents and I stretch my length,
listen as they make low pleasant thunder
and dig out the hard brown kernels
that ting like rain into the pan.
Gravels crunch louder than the fire,
headlights flash in through the blinds
and Daddy's voice comes in before he does,
saying You scared the hell out of us,
get your ass to the car.
Mama leads me outside while Dad says
Sorry, Pat, these kids sometimes.
The clouds curl up in the sky,
gray as myoid ragged tom.
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C. Lynn Shaffer

Baptism Along Route 7
Death made you more real
than life did, Sister,
more real than Gpd is,
who has no voice or smell,
who I have no memory of.
But you are real and eternally twelve
though I've tried to age you,
tried to grow you up
in my mind. There is no logic
in things, and death is not as neat
as all that. You live
in the swirling, dying leaves
and the cold bare dawn of morning,
and I can see you there
but not in the moth
that got into my living room
once, the one that fluttered
pale in the lamplight
until I caught it,
flung it gently back into the night.
I couldn't see you there,
out today, driving, I saw a baptism
along Route 7 and you were there
in the blues, yellows, whites
of clothes lining the creek, shining out
from between the trees,
the way we believed souls looked
when we were little. I remembered
your Easter baptism, the way
you weren't afraid of the water
but of going backward, blind
into the creek, how you looked
at me before they leaned you
into the water, white dress spreading
out on the surface, the only part
of you I could See, while all around me
people cried and trembled in prayer
until they brought you up
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in a great gushing of water
and you weren't crying but laughing
as the water clung in droplets
to your eyelashes.
And I can remember this
but not what you said
or even the exact sound of your voice,
only that the cold had drawn
the color from you face,
that you wanted to pluck
the yellow daisies from the towel
they placed around you,
that the breeze raised chill bumps
on your pale wet skin
as we sat beneath the ash trees
watching the light filter through
and chewed on the bitter yolks
of hard-boiled eggs.
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Second Place Poetry

c.
lWelfth Summer
-for Tabitha

We were drawn to the prickly pear bush
at the side of the schoolhouse
that pressed so close to the building
it made a doorway that we had to crawl throughour witch place, our own private voodoo house
land of Oz where I was Dorothy,
you the Good Witch, where we wished .
for the attentions of twelve-year-old boys,
plotted destruction of the girls who had them.
You wanted to be blood sisters
and because I was afraid, you went first
and plucked a prickly leaf, pushed
its point into your finger and then mine,
squeezed out drops of blood and pressed
our fingers together saying
Our blood is one blood, Sister.
We said Amen because it seemed
against the hard warm brick,
sucking our wounds.
2
Danger hadn't made an appearance
so we walked the three miles
to White's Grocery, hoping
a car would come as we crossed
the bridge, or better, a train.
We pressed our ears to the road,
and felt it against the warm
rumbling steel, the smoke
and the heat of it behind us,
as real as anything can ever be,
ran until the pavement slapped fire
against the soles of our shoes
and we jumped to the side,
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Lynn Shaffer

watching it go on without us
to Memphis or California, even.
Then you had to go, squatting
over some flowers saying
You can't kill a dandelion.
I looked over the edge
and made the water boil
and swirl, watched the fish
dance and leap silver
in the sunlight.
3
We painted our nails coral rose,
played truth or dare in dark comers
of the stale gymnasium with thin
wire-haired boys named Kyle or Todd,
tried to settle into ourselves.
But there is always an unsettling.
Your mother said to go get Daddy
for breakfast and you did, found him
dead under the sheets,
looking so pale he was almost blue
and kind of mad,
not peaceful at all.
4

I worried about my very breath,
every meticulous inhale and exhale,
held each one as long as I could
and took my food in smaller bites,
chewing more before the swallow.
5
You wore grief like a clunky corsage,
wore it briefly, then pressed it
between the pages of your Living Bible
for safekeeping, talked of things
you could never know-pale insects
living on ocean flowers, faceless
people dying in some multitude of ways
every second-as distant as the myths
you'd read in a book somewhere.
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Beth Bradley
Jo Owitz
6/17/94
You stroke my cheek
with a twisted knuckle
and say to me,
yesss, yesssss ... when I get some
I'm gonna throw mine down the hall
to those people,
that way you will remember.
You wave a knotted fist
in the air between us. Yellow
thumbnails tucked. Lips, sticky
and unsure.
I don't mind the death
smell, deep in your stomach
but things in your teeth
and the crazy
talk
daddle Daddle daddle. See here,
a dove's wing plucked from your soul.
I nod at your knuckles. You speak
in broken truths, convince me
my freedom is nothing
but a fist of tissue held
and sweated to death
in my -deepest pocket. Sick
of my easy pain, I smile
a lie for you. Unable to keep
my balance as the carpet sways
beneath your feet in waves.
You tell the nurse all about
my snowman teeth. How white
they are. The purtiest
you've ever seen. I drive fast,
_one hundred and twenty miles
east, away from your sputtered
truths, cursing
my youth.
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Jason Butcher

Id
have been seen the insides by me
in a sterile wash of light
that petal shaded four times
engorged walnut shaped
pillar of difference
between me and brother it thing
a cold metallic table
cat claw shark tooth scratched
like a hundred scrapings from inside
an airtight box foreseeable
my image blurred in that reflection
my mind wrenched on the perverse
delight of the memory of our mother
working a supper meatloaf in a kitchen
blood-cast from the autumn leaves
my stomach speaks my living needs
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- - - - - - Honorable Mention Poetry
Jason Butcher

Purge
I'm falling down on her
bed at night with shot nerves
and that terrible wine stain
against my chest.
· 1 know she's in the bathroom.
Sick. Naked. A toothbrush
waiting on the counter;
the toothpaste gripped tightly
in her hand, squirting down
her thigh, back behind her knees;
her hips balanced softly
on the heels of her feet
shuddering sonically with each low moan
of freefall anticipation, like a pebble
hitting a pond. A stolen pebble, a broken pond.
My eyes are closed. I see her.
My fingers rub at the stain.
It is an old stain. She made it by herself.
She said it happened when the space shuttle
blew up into tiny tiny bits on TV.
She said she just couldn't stop laughing.
The stain envelopes me in my blindness,
the maroon darkness, the ruby accident,
the swirling ache I thought so rich before.
As she kneels to the porcelain
I put my hands to my ears.
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Jason Butcher

Past
Out of her hands and faced
with black surrender Mommie cried
like a man: alone and dark beneath
the covers,
on her side,
knees bent,
elbows bent,
her hands pressed like claws
against her hot, wet, salty face.
I, the boy, saw the world collapse
from inside that room all dark pink
and wicker strewn-her ungod presence
bitter new and frightfully barren.
1 had to go. 1 let her go.
Every resurrection is in blue.
A very smart girl grudge fucked me last night
in my little room, left me for dead
amongst the glossy covers of computer magazines,
left me back in that place where broken
and breaking everything became, as the sweet light
of the moon poured down hotly from the blackness.
But in one frozen moment she re-created the world.
Somewhere between the grip around my throat
and the lovelike lingering kiss upon my lips
I heard that deepdown discreet crying
finally come to an end.
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- - - - - - - - - - - First Prize Art
Penelope Whitman

Boxes, No.4 (Drypoint)

Honorable Mention - - - - - - - - - Penelope Whitman

Boxes, No.1 (Drypoint)

Second Prize Art
Matthew Stacy

Pomp & Circumstance (Charcoal Tryptich)
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Tim Harmon

Untitled (Charcoal)
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Tiffany Harris
See Rock City
The sun is in the middle of the sky and the road stretches ahead of us,
rising slowly as if it would lead off the edge of the earth, then reappearing
as we reach the top, surprising me every time. I look out the window and
count the number of times I see See Rock City painted on the roof of an old
bam. I am at three when my sister starts to hum Yankee Doodle Dandy
under her breath tapping her finger in rhythm against the window on her
side.
I add a stuffed monkey to the mound of pillows, cooler, and blankets
between us and yell through a tiny opening, "Would you PLEASE, Shut
up!"
I hear a sudden, surprised gasp from Dad and feel the car swerve as
he twists his body around so that he is looking straight into my eyes.
"Hey, Watch it," he says.
I don't say anything, just continue looking out the window counting
barns. The land is starting to rise now, and I can see mountains outlined
in the distance.
"Anybody need to go to the restroom?" Dad asks. My sister whimpers that she has to go real bad, and I roll my eyes and heave a sigh
towards the window, my breath making a big cloudy circle on the glass. I
write my initials in it in big capital letters. The car slows as it exits the
highway. The big blue sign says that Exxon is to the left and I figure we're
headed there cause Dad says they got the best gasoline in the state.
Mom and my sister hurriedly exit the car and rush towards the bathrooms on one side of the cement-grey building. Dad curls his long, freckled fingers around the handle and pumps the gas, staring out at some
invisible something in the distance.
The bottoms of my shoes stick to the stained green-tiled floor of the
food mart as I hurry up and down the aisles of candy bars, drinks, and
souvenirs. I stop at a big yellow box of beef jerky and stare at it a minute
before grabbing two sticks and a bottle of Yoo-hoo and heading towards
the door. A tall rack of postcards stands, almost blocking my path, and a
grinning fat man in overalls holding a guitar stares at me from one of the
cards. "He looks really silly," I think to myself, as I slide it out of its place
in the rack. I figure it must be the only one like it left because behind it
are a bunch of postcards with pictures of Rock City on them. ''Enjoy the
scenic majesty of Rock City," they say.
The man at the counter starts looking at me funny. I tell him ''Don't
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worry, my dad'lI pay for em," and head out the door.
Dad says "It won't be long now." My sister squeals in excitement and
shifts restlessly in the seat. I know Dad's just saying that to keep us quiet
for a while, so I settle down into the tan velour and look out the window,
trying to remember what bam number I'm on. Dad pops in his favorite
tape, "Broadway Hits From the Man of La Mancha" and sings in his best
baritone voice, gesturing wildly, reaching towards the sky, bringing his
hand back down, only occasionally, to adjust the volume. Mom sleeps.
I awake to night and the sounds of dogs barking. The car strains as it
crawls slowly up a graveled hill. "We're there," says Dad. The seatbelt
clangs as I unbuckle it and throw the strap hastily towards my sister's
side. Nanny is waving hello from the balcony and yelling for the dogs to
be quiet at the same time. Papa's on ground level standing by the open
back-door, guiding Dad into a certain predetermined spot in the dJ:iveway.
"1 think he's got worms," Dad tells Mom pointing through the windshield at one of the dogs, whose name, I think, is Brasso. ''Yea, he's shaking his head from side to side and that's a sure sign," Dad says.
Mom says, "Well, he probably does. He's kinda old."
The car has almost come to a complete stop, and I jump out and run
towards Papa, who's just finished giving Dad parking instructions. Papa
picks me up, grumbling, and telling me how tall I've gotten. I like his
smell - the smell of vasolined hair, cheap cologne, Vitamin E lotion, and
whisky.
Papa and Dad shake hands firmly and talk about highway construction through Nashville and the route he decided to take. Papa says,
"Well, I'm pretty sure comin over the mountain woulda put ya here an
hour earlier."
With a quick peck on the cheek to Papa, Mom goes inside. Nanny's
already yelling for someone to help her down the stairs, saying she's got
bad knees and all. I run up the black and white marbled stairs, meeting
her on the third one from the top, wrapping my arms as far as they can go
around her waist and burying myself in the pink and lime green flowered
duster she wears. She pats my head and says "How's my girl?"
She doesn't really expect an answer, so I don' t give one, just kind of
mumble something that sounds appropriate. Mom and Nanny disappear
into the kitchen to drink coffee and eat donuts. Dad and Papa sit down in
the den to watch Thursday night fights. I wander back and forth.
"You know he's been drinking again. Said he'd quit, but he's done
been to the pantry a dozen times today," Nanny says to Mom as she holds
my sister in her lap.
Mom just slowly stirs the spoon around in her coffee and doesn't say
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anything much.
The pantry is off the garage, and Papa always keeps his liquor there
behind the glow-in-the-dark Santa Claus statue that he puts on the balcony every Christmas. I guess he figures noone will find it there, but we
know what's going on every time the garage door opens and slams shut a
few minutes later. He used to pretend like he was looking for something.
After a trip to the pantry, he'd come in and ask Nanny if there was any
okra left in the freezer, cause he didn't see none, or if she'd seen his phil~
lips head. He didn't pretend anymore.
In the den, my Dad pretends to be interested in the fight. Papa leans
back in his tom black leather recliner, the 3-in-l remote in one hand, his
other resting inside his plaid flannel shirt. He explains to Dad that
"Hagler's definitely goin to win. He's too strong, too quick." Dad, of
course, agrees and adds something about a height advantage. Papa rolls
a butterscotch around in his mouth and says, "Well, you never know
about them little fellers. Sometimes they can surprise you."
I sit on my knees in the floor and twist my fingers around in the green
shag carpet, occasionally picking up a dog hair from the poodle that died
a couple of summers ago. Between rounds I ask Papa where Uncle Benny
is. I have to ask three times, each time a little louder, before he hears me
and says, "Oh, he's down at the bam finishin up some work. I expect he'll
be up here shortly."
I don't feel like waiting so I tell Dad and Papa that "I'm going to walk
down the hill to the bam." They don't take their eyes off the television
screen, just nod their heads slowly. On the way out of the garage, I stop at
the pantry door, stare at it a few seconds, then twist the knob slowly and
step inside. Canned foods line the shelves. Black rubber boots, and halfopened tackle boxes clutter the dusty tiled floor. Santa Claus is leaning in
one comer, smiling, surrounded by cardboard boxes labeled "X-mas
Stuff."
I take note of the direction of Santa's gaze so I'll be sure to place him
in the same position I found him, and then I scoot him over carefully. A
plain brown paper bag sits behind him, and inside I find two glass bottles, their labels almost completely rubbed off. One's almost empty and I
twist its cap off and wave it back and forth briefly under my nose. I hear
the garage door slam and Papa's houseshoes scraping against the cement
floor, so I hurriedly replace the bottles and the Santa Claus just right so
that his eyes look towards the can of pork-n-beans. Papa soon stands at
the opened pantry door and looks at me kind of surprised.
"Papa," I ask, "you seen the flashlight? I didn't want to walk down
there in the dark."
He reaches over on the second shelf and grabs a long, yellow and
black flashlight and hands it too me quickly, saying "Yea, you don't need
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to be walking down there by yourself in the dark." He wanders over
towards the freezer and opens the lid, saying "Well, uh, your nanny asked
me to check and see if we had any more sausage pizzas down here."
I say, "okay," and scurry past him, out the door.
It's cold outside and the wind rolls the fog off the river below and up
towards the house. Down the slope of the front yard, I can see the bam
light on and the silhouette of my uncle stooped over the wood saw as he
slides a board through it. A barge makes its way slowly around the bend
of the river in front of the lower field.
Uncle Benny stops the saw when he sees me standing in the bam
door. "Hey there," he says, as he lumbers towards me. I notice that I'm
almost as tall as his chest now, but he still places his hands under my
arms, picks me up, and swings me around a few times. "1 didn't hear
y'all drive in. I guess cause the saw was running."
I ask him what he's working on, and he says a dining room table for
some woman over on Signal Mountain that's got to be finished before
tomorrow morning. "It'll probably take me all night," he says, "You think
you can make it that long?"
"Yea," I say quickly, ''but I don't know if Mom and Dad'lI go for it."
"Ah, don 't worry about that. I'll talk to em for ya," he says and turns
the saw back on.
He bends over and grabs a thick board with one hand and guides it
with his fingers perfectly straight through the saw. Shavings scatter over
his dingy overalls and onto the hardened dirt floor of the bam. He stands
in front of the saw, barefoot, curling wood chips in-between his bare, calloused toes.
''There's a coke in the cooler over there if ya want one," he says
throwing his head back over his shoulder.
It is nearly eleven o'clock and I know Mom wouldn't like it, but she
isn't here, only me and Uncle Benny. I grab a coke out of the cooler and
climb up on the ladder that leads into the loft and sit on the top rung, one
arm wrapped around the railing. I swing my legs back and forth and
watch Uncle Benny create the table. In between boards, he rubs his bald
head - he shaved it himself last year cause he was tired of everybody at
church reminding him his hair was falling out. He asks me how school's
going and everything. I say okay and tell him about this kid in my math
class who's always asking me to go with him and stuff like that. "I'm
going to crack his head open one of these days," I tell Unc,e Benny.
He laughs real loud and says "Well, you gotta watch out for them
eleven-year old boys."
I look out the bam doors and up the hill at my grandparents' house.
The light in the den's still on and I guess they're probably wondering
where I am. Uncle Benny notices me looking, and asks how Mom and
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Dad are doing. I say, "Fine, I guess."
"Papa's drinking again," he says.
"Yea, I heard Nanny saying something about it, and his eyes sure
were red."
Shaking his head slowly, Uncle Benny says, "Yea, I don't know if he'll
ever quit."
I tell him about me going into the pantry and finding the bottles and
about Papa almost catching me in there.
"You probably scared him worse than he did you," he says, laughing.
Uncle Benny flips a red switch on the saw, and the hum stops and I
can hear night sounds of crickets and bullfrogs. "Well, I guess it's bout
time for a break," he says, ''You wanna walk down to the river."
I exclaim, "Sure," as I jump from the top rung of the ladder, landing
on my knees and hands right behind him scattering a pile of sawdust.
He chuckles and says, "Well, alright then, let's go."
My white tennis shoes sink into the mud as we walk down the path
through the lower field. I'm thinking "Mom's really going to kill me,"
when Uncle Benny picks me up and throws me on his back, saying "Hang
on, tight." I rest my hands on his bald head, and beat in time as he sings
real loud: Lt'I tht' midnight speciol shine its ('t'('rlollin light on me.
Papa's tugboat sits in its usual place on the bank, and in the dark I
can barely make out the yellow stars painted on the upper deck.
"Does Papa take it out anymore?" I ask.
"Well, he spends most of his time on that dozer," Uncle Benny says as
he pulls the boat closer to the bank with a thick, moldy rope.
Papa got him a caterpillar after he retired a couple of years ago, and
since then he's leveled just about all the land down to loose, red soil. He
even filled in the catfish pond on the hill last summer cause he said it was
growing some kind of algae in it. I heard Nanny say that it's a man thing,
some kind of macho symbol, and that's why he drives it all around the
countryside with his shirt off, waving at passer-bys, and knocking down
every thing in sight.
Uncle Benny jumps across a couple of feet of water onto the bottom
deck, and reaches his hand over to the bank to help me on. The redpainted boards creak under our weight and the boat sinks a little deeper
in the water. Uncle Benny goes ahead of me up the narrow staircase to
the upper level, pulling down cobwebs with one hand, and telling me to
watch my step. The white-washed boards of the top deck are rotted out in
places, and I have to skip to avoid them. Papa's speed boat is tied to the
side and I can hear it bump the hull as it drifts with the current.
Uncle Benny points towards the opposite bank, and says ''That's Raccoon Mountain over there. You can't get there except by an old dirt road
that starts on the other side." I ask him if anybody lives over there, and
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he says "Well, I expect somebody does, but I hadn't ever seen noone." He
tells me about how he and his buddies used to paddle over there when he
was little and pretend like it was their own little island for hours at a time.
I tell Uncle Benny that I think that's pretty neat and describe the fort I
built in the woods behind my house.
"You see, I made a clearing in the woods, and closed it in with a
bunch of fishing line wrapped around some trees," I tell him. "And
there's only one way in, and you gotta be real skinny."
Uncle Benny frowns, pats his stomach, and says, "Well, I guess that
would keep me out then." I tell him I would widen the door a little if he
ever came to visit, and he says okay. I tell Uncle Benny about the time
Dad was walking through the woods and ran into the wall of fishing line,
about killing himself. "It flipped him clear upside down," I tell him,
holding my hand over my mouth trying to keep from laughing. Uncle
Benny laughs.
I hear Dad yelling my name from the house and the sound echoes
through the valley. Uncle Benny says "Don't worry" and waves both
hands above his head in front of Dad whose standing on the balcony.
Dad doesn't see him.
"Come on," he says, and leads the way down to the second level. An
old iron bell hangs near the stem. It looks real old and rust has made tiny
holes in it at some places. Uncle Benny tells me to ring it as hard as I can.
I hesitate for a moment and ask him if he really thinks I should, that it
might wake up some people. He says "Sure. That way they'll know
where we are, and we won't have to walk up the hill and tell em what
we're doing."
I grab the yellow nylon rope that leads inside the hollow shell of the
bell. Uncle Benny tells me to "Pull Real Hard," and I lean back, take up
the slack, bite my lower lip, and shift all my weight into it. The rope
bums my palms as it slides through my hands and I let go, cupping my
hands over my ears, grinning. The bell sounds, moving wildly from side
to side. Rust chips scatter through tlw air and over my clothes.
"All right," says Uncle Benny, "Now, they'll definitely know where
we are."
We're already back on the upper deck, when the bell finally surrenders. Uncle Benny and I stand, leaned over the railing, and look over the
edge at the moon reflected in the water. I brush some rust chips off my
shirt and see them meet the surface, making tiny ripples that break the
moon and scatter in all directions. Uncle Benny stretches his arms toward
the river and the fog seems to move off the water.
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Jason Griffey

Soft (unlike the barn)
She reminds me of the farm where I spent
my childhood days
smelling of tobacco incessantlysweet, always fall in her arms,
with colors softly swirling, maple
and oak mingling in her hair
sticking as to the wood in the
cracks of the old bam, splashes
of reds & yellows against the
aged gray of the decaying walls,
with streaks of red from the
rust which runs with every rain
colored as her hair through my fingers,
. soft (unlike the bam)
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Geraldine Peters Carter
CLOSE ENCOUNTER
I heard the quick step
the pull of paper to tidy the commode
I heard her sit as if a tired body
and rest were
IN HARMONY
More paper pulled
I heard her tears
soft at first then smothered
as a newborn gasping when
LIFE BEGINS
Should I speak
through the wall or
flush and leave the quiet sobbing?
Did we have the same doctor?
WITH NURTURING CARE
I searched for the flow
words echoed
in my cubical
Are you all right?
PENETRATING THE BARRIER
I heard her gather words
Just need a little surgery
Words broke through
the wall
UNITING US
God is with you
Oh, I know He's been
with me before
I'll pray for you
IF YOU WANT?
Yes, please, sighed from her breast
I heard the quick step as she left
The wall was never
between me and
MY BLACK SISTER.
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Phil Roberts

(remembrances from the brown house)
Inside the corridors of that brown house, that
now seems stained the color of animal shit
as the sm~aring whirlwind from the outside,
its wretched-rotting insides of his odor...
the older boy who sometimes did not wear pants.
He became a skin-tone reflection, though
the curled black snakes of his thicker legs
left strange impressions in my mind, as
they curled, grappling towards his thick forest
to the limp tree that had quickly grown,
thickly as the deep-rooted oak.
In the midst of toys and fascinations of childhood,
i thought i was playing games, no different
than a six year old in daydreams when i
placed my small and stretching mouth around
the end of your odd tasting timber, an
ugly flavor that i have not forgotten today;
and i remember that hidden room of yours,
secretive from the world and parents' concerns
and how vertigo those walls dribbled, when
i was limp, bent over that bedside as i
felt the pogo of your heavy groin penetrating.
And.1ong after those days, the pain still grows
as i sometimes see your face smiling
when you ran your forbidden hands around
these once small and timid thighs,
but i do not cry for your lust, or myself
i only sometimes hurt when my consciousness
breaks off into the delirium of those moments,
when innocence was torn in your brown house.
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Sean Nighbert

Shore Walker
Those humid days
spent naked in the pond
girls to one side
boys to the other.
Eddie was always a shore
walker. Not afraid
of anything. Not afraid
of himself.
Then just a glimpse
of the dark space
between Dell's legs
was just enough.
Bill and I could
scarcely believe it when
Eddie said he'd got her alone in
her Daddy's loft and did it with her.
When Eddie had his college girl home,
Bill and I watched them from the loft
as he pressed up against her skirt
and her back
arching away from him.
Her lips parted just so
and her eyes closed tightly.
Mama caught him and stood there
elbows akimbo
with a switch in her left hand
and the Bible in the other.
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Betsy Sandlin
Coffee
I drink your soul
and it bums my lips,
scorches my ,tongue
like a hot cup of coffee.
Steam rising as I
taste your lips,
careful to sip slowly
and not set my insides ablaze
... too quickly.
I relish the contrast
between the strong, biting taste of your passion
bitter-sweet like coffee beans
and the soft innocence of your play,
sweet and smooth as mother's milk.
I savor the taste of you sliding down;
the curious flavor warms my soul
as I gulp thirstily,
a thick trail of contentment
winding through my caution.
Just like coffee, I drink
and you tickle my tastebuds,
waken me
as I lick the sugar from the rim of you
and savor the pleasant aroma
of you brewing violently,
causing my mouth to water
as I long thirstily
to pour another cup.
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Betsy Sandlin

Child-Soul
Shards of Oreo
broken by your lips,
swimming lazily in your milk,
remind me that sometimes you
dance with children
among fields of daffodilslaughter dripping from your chin
angel-white and sweet as honey,
pulling the puffy clouds
behind you as you run
to color the sun
with the bright yellow crayon
you hide in your pocket.
As you frolic,
mending the world's hurt
with cartoon-covered band-aids,
playing leap frog with sun beams
and waltzing with wind puffs,
listen carefully for my giggles.
I'll be the one waiting,
daisies planted in my hair,
with arms stretched wide
ready to share your crayons,
hear your fairy tales,
and play hide-and-seek with the stars.
Then, as our laughter
rings through the heavens
I'll be the one who,
happily,
licks the cream
from the other side of your
Oreo,
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John Cox

To Cross a Fence
Harold opened the rusty door to the old faded truck, quickly reminding himself to grease the familiar squeak. He climbed in and quickly shut
the door, closing -o ut the cold November morning. Three hard cranks.
"Gotta fix that damn choke." Another crank awoke the thing. He
grabbed the cold shifter and threw it into gear, hearing the synchronous
clunk of the worn u-joints. Sometimes it was good to have callused
hands. Harold coasted to the driveway's end, instinctively pausing to
glance over at the weathered mailbox. "Get it later," he told himself, "Too
damn cold. Probably nothing in there but junk mail, anyways," he
thought. He pulled out onto the main road, his asthmatic machine
coughing, sputtering, and reverberating the quiet valley morning. He
headed towards Granny Whitton's.
"Harold said he'd come down today," Nellie said.
Beverly replied, "If he gits here, he gits her, if he don't, he don't. If
you'd just stop a'worrying about, Nellie." She laid the magazine down on
the coffee table and slowly arose from the comfort of her couch, straightening her worn frame. "I reckon I'd better go out n'pick the rest of them
beans while we still got a few left on the vine. Margaret said she'd like to
have a mess of 'em."
"Better put a coat on or you'll get the pneumonia."
"I know it, honey. I'll be back in a little while," she said as she left the
room.
"Okay. I'll see what's on the television." Nellie picked up the remote
and turned it on. A few moments later she heard the screen door open
and its subsequent closure. She turned the TV off and manuevered
toward the glass-paned door, struggling to push the heavy wheels
beneath her. Nellie gazed at the foggy morning. Occasionally, she
glimpsed the dirt road leading to the house.
Harold stuffed the Moon Pie into his jaws, freeing his hands so he
could make the sharp tum into Granny's driveway. Even though he had
slowed down considerably, the old truck took a hard nose dive as he left
the blacktop and crossed the muddy dip at the road's entrance. The jolt
caused a splash of Ale 8 to exit the bottle tucked between his legs, soaking
the crotch of his pants. "Oooh, hell that's cold!" He took a quick swig of
the Ale 8 to wash away the chill and the remaining Moon Pie. He wondered why he keep buyin the stuff. Hell, it tasted just like the flat Mountain Dew that he bought on sale every weekend at Bill's Food City.
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Must've grown on him, he reckoned. He barreled on down the dirt road,
stirring up an aft smokescreen of dust. There was so much of the stuff,
that one often ended up driving back through the same cloud of matter
on the way back out.
It had been over a decade since Granny Stratton died. When he was
little, he used to go down with Mamaw and eat supper with her and Beverly. When he came into the aromatic kitchen, Granny would hug and
kiss him saying, "Granny loves you, honey." Harold had never responded
much though, never spontaneously hugged her. Had he wanted to?
There was always tomorrow, the next supper. His thoughts turned to the
funeral, to finalty. They were quickly washed away with a hard swallow
of the remaining Ale 8.
Nellie saw the distant cloud that rose above the roadside. .. It's about
time he got his rump down here," she told herself. "He ain't been down in
two weeks." She rolled herself away from the door and back to her familiar spot bt:.'side the green sofa, picked up the remote and turned the TV
back on.
Harold drove past the henhouse, carefully scattering a few stubborn
birds. It hadn't been no later than a week after he got
his license that he had canned one of Aunt Bev's guineas with his truck.
He had picked up the carcass, its neck and interns dangling, and put it
into the truck bed, later tossing its broken remains in the woods beside
the main road and out of view. It was a guilty little secret that bubbled
from his unconscious upon each passing of the old shack. Today was no
different.
Harold pulled the truck into the driveway and shut off the noise. He
reluctantly exited the truck, feeling the expected cool air. As he walked
towards the house he heard a voice... someone singing, from the fog covered garden, He peered out towards the source. A crescendo of "Onward
Christian Soldiers" and a straw-hatted figure emerged from the garden. It
was Aunt Bev. She was carrying two plastic gallon buckets, one with
'maters, the other green beans, both overflowing.
"Howdy, there stranger," she said with a grin.
"Hello," Harold said stumbily, eyes aloof.
"Got us a mess of goodies here." Probably 'bout all we're gonna git
'for winter gits here." She sat the buckets down and let out an exhausted
sigh of relief.
"Looks like it," Harold replied. "Mamaw inside?"
"Yeh, I reckon, 'less she's done gone and run off on us~"
"Guess I'll go see what she's into." Harold turned and made a semihasty entrance inside. As he entered, a soothing wave of warmth surrounded him, sending a reverberation of chills throughout his body.
Inside, the strange juxtaposition of old and new things occupied their
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familiar places. The loud humming of the overstuffed freezers greeted
his entrance into the kitchen. Above the kitchen table, the old man humbly prayed inside his picture frame. The familiar accumulation of memory and meal haunted the atmosphere around him. Harold rounded the
kitchen comer past the 3-D picture of Jesus. It often blurred if one got too
close. He quietly entered the living room and saw the crumpled frame
occupying the steel chair. She was facing away from him and towards the
Today Show. He slowly approached from the side so as not to startle her,
yet he kept an element of surprise with his stealthy approach.
"Well," she said, acting surprised, "Ye' finally come down to see
Mamaw?"
"1 guess I made it down."
"Kinda cold out ain't it?"
"Yeh, it's a little cool out."
She glanced at his uncoordinated wardrobe and shook her head.
"Lord have mercy, you sure look like a darlin," she said sarcastically,
yielding a short hoarse chuckle. "Look like Lil' Ned n' the First Reader."
"I know it," Harold replied, "I tried to dress just like him."
"Had anything to eat, yet?"
"Yeh, I ate some this morning before I left."
''I'll bet you did. Wha'd ya have?"
"I stopped and got some stuff at the gas station."
"Wh'ont ye let me fix ye a bowl of hot oats?"
''I'm not hungry."
"I know better than that."
"I've already ate."
"Well, I can't help it," she retorted. "A person's got to have something
in their craw. How many pieces of toast you want?" she asked as she
made her way into the kitchen.
"I don't know."
'Two be enough?"
"I guess."
Harold waited in the living room, taking in the objects around him,
trying to recall the fragmented memories associated with each. The old
yellowed couch against the wall reminded him of Papaw Stratton. He
had taught Harold checkers when he was just four. There wasn't much
left of the memory now, only the colored patterns of the checker board
and the smiling kindness of an old face tucked behind his dark, hornrimmed bifocals. The chiming of the grandfather clock did not awaken
Harold. Instead, it furthered his entrenchment into the past. It was a
place of warmth and security that dissipated his current anxieties. A time
capsule to be opened and cherished; an epicenter that organized perspective.
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"Come on in and eat," she said from the kitchen. Harold slowly arose
and followed the scent into the kitchen. On the table, the bowl sat neatly
on a ceramic plate, two pieces of toast flanking its sides. Harold looked
inside the bowl and discovered a bubbling magma of oats. Shafts of
twisted steam writhed from its surface.
"It might be a little hot," Nellie warned.
Harold raised his eyebrows. "Yeh."
'There's the bread if you want some more toast."
"Okay."
''I'm goin on in and see what the weatherman says on the TV."
Harold watched her struggle against the chair as she rolled past Jesus
and back into the living room.
It took Harold half an hour to finish the meal, 20 minutes of it which
were spent letting his oats cool. He then went back into the living room
and sat on the green sofa next to her chair.
"Get yer belly fu1l?"
"Yeh, I reckon so."
"Ye need to start eatin more. Ye look poor as a snake."
''I'm fine, Mamaw." Harold sighed.
"What time ye gotta be at work?"
'Ten o'clock," he replied, as his attention was drawn towards the VCR
clock. It was nine now and work was at least a forty-five minute drive,
Nellie had switched the channel to the 700 Club. They both sat there and
stared at the screen of sensationalism.
Harold interrupted her catatonia. "Well, guess I'd better get to work,"
he said, arising from the couch.
"Better go 'for your late. Don't you be driv'n fast neither,"she chided
him,
Harold rolled his eyes, "I ain't gonna drive fast." He paused and
looked down towards the weathered carpet. ''I'll try to stop back down
next Monday."
"Okay."
Harold started out the room. "Grab ye some 'maters off the porch and
take'em home n' eat 'em," she said.
"Got plenty at the house."
"Come on out and I'll git ye a bag of 'em," she said, after having
already made her way to the kitchen. Harold followed her out onto the
front porch. She grabbed a folded grocery sack, unfurled it, and poured
.
an avalanche of red and yellow 'maters inside.
"Mamaw, I'll never eat that many."
'Take 'em home with you anyway."
"All right." If there was one thing Mamaw believed in when it came
to food, Harold thought, it was quantity. "Need anything else before 1
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go?"
"No, I don't reckon,"
''I'll stop back down," he said, touching the side of her chair, near her
thin, resting arm.
"Okay, honey."
Harold turned and opened the screen door, not looking behind him.
"I'll see you later," he said, as he exited the doorway. He carried the heavy
bag of tomatoes out with him.
Nellie watched his departure. "Bye," she said. She heard a faint "Bye"
as he rounded the corner of the house and headed outtowards the truck.
She closed the door and hastened her way back through the house. She
arrived at the glass-paned door only to see the taillights growing fainter
as he procCt.>ded down the dirt road into the swirling fog and away from
the house.
Inside the truck, Harold thought about their encounter together. He
wondered if she would be there when he returned. The place always saddened him, and he wondered ... no, he knew why. He drove up onto the
main road and turned the radio on, never hearing "Elanor Rigby" over the
noise of his own preoccupied thought. Harold headed on towards work.
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Bonnie Fowler
Untitled
The light hurts
peering in
at that spot sensitive to the
brightness
and more when it's wet
so I can hardly see
the road
and behind me.
The raindrops
pose as contorted mirrors
and I startle to look
at each fleeting image
resiliently
landing in view.
A fat and skinny only
hall of mirrors
as each flashing moistness
splits with a new landing
to shatter
like glass.
Shimmering like razors,
needle-thin shards
furiously poke
at fat
till they burst and
change places.
In the wake of the thunder
wet gives birth
to more
and I watch the pulsating race
quicken
and slide
before me.
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George Barnette

Eating Trees
Stare at the heart-shaped leaves
on the black cherry tree that almost hangs limbs
over our bakony, want to floss my teeth
with those green pages, to eat
them for their color, succulent solvent,
break up the clotted anticipation
of interminable days, juice ooze and clarify, quench,
crunch on stems to branch and eat headlong
down trunk to earth, down the dig and finding
roots whose tips, cooled in dark pools
of unseen rest, cleansed, purified and fed
through the thickness of me, a stump,
branches and dwindling limbs, twig-tipped flags of life,
seductive dancers, green, heart-shaped food
for the starvation of sitting still.
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- - - - - - Honorable Mention Poetry
David Collins

Walt Whitman visits the drug and alcohol treatment center
The orangepeel moon drops from behind the bridge
between Farmers and Sharkey
and I hear on the radio you've been spotted on 64 tonight.
I hurry towards work, comrado.
Ginsberg was wrong.
You are not to be found in the ass of an I.G.A. stockboy.
Rather, you exist in the periphery
of subtle noises and apparitions
as I tum searching for a glimpse of you in the laundry room.
Remember, O'Eidolon,
Do not confiscatt' clothes unless they an' in the mac1,int's
or thmWt'd all Ol'l'r tlu' floor.
I see you later,
bending with open eyes over the shut eyes of sleepers.
I stand in the dark myself
going from bedside to beqside
among new faces.
Phases I and II and fresh arrivals,
you ponder them all in silence
on hinged knees.
But I think I must chase you away from Matt's bed.
You have lingered too long.
I will wait for you, Eidolon, in the lounge
where I begin my studies
ENG 676 and courses in French.
I hear your approach and invite you to help me with yesterday's
crossword.
At 7:20 nearly 30 kids descend the steps en-masse
for breakfast and Daily Reflections.
You, the twenty-ninth, follow them down
waving to me to tum off the alarm.
I will record your time for you
so you may retum home to rest.
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